Phase I Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
This project site is a
sq. ft. court house that comprises of court rooms, administrative
offices, and other support areas. The building HVAC system currently consists of one air
handling unit (AHU) with cooling provided through direct expansion (DX) system and heating
provided via hot water (HHW) coil. The hot water is supplied to the heating coil from one 1,200
MBtuh natural gas fired boiler. The AHU has an economizer and has VFDs on its supply and
return fans; the AHU is scheduled to operate from 5 am to 7 pm (Mon – Fri).
The proposed energy efficiency measures for this project involve implementing optimum start
sequence of AHU-1 and installing occupancy sensors on the lighting fixtures in core restrooms.
The optimum start measure will reprogram the AHU operation from 5 am to 7 pm (Mon – Fri)
to7 am to 7 pm (Mon- Fri), reducing operating hours of the AHU from 14 hrs a day to 12 hrs a
day. Installing occupancy sensors on the lighting fixtures (T-8 fluorescent lamps and electronic
ballasts) in four restrooms of the building will turn off the lights in the rest rooms when the
spaces are not occupied.
The project report proposes the following savings:
EEM-1(optimum start): 6,300 kWh, and 1,500 therm, and
EEM-2 (lighting controls): 3,263 kWh
It appears from the project report that the claimed savings calculation for EEM-1 used $1 per
therm savings, and $0.09 per kWh as respective incentive rates. Similarly, for EEM-2, the
claimed savings calculation used $0.03 per kWh as incentive rate
Summary of Review
The Investor-Owned-Utility (IOU) submitted the following documents for this Phase 1 review:


Draft pre-installation project report;



Energy savings and IOU incentive summary;



Energy savings calculations for individual measures; and



IOU technical reviewer’s pre-installation review report.

The proposed measures are eligible under the program rules. The proposed savings were
estimated with custom spreadsheet calculation (for EEM-1) and with BOA tool (for EMM-2),
and used the existing operating conditions and schedules as the baseline. ED reviewer found that
the calculation methods and in situ baseline for these system optimization measures selected for
savings estimates are appropriate.
The ED reviewer observed from the project report that while the proposed schedule of AHU will
be from 7 am to 7 pm, there will a new optimum start program that will allow the AHU to come
ON up to 2 hours prior to the proposed AHU schedule. However, this early start will occur only
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when required and will be utilized to bring the building space to the temperature setpoint. The
heating setpoint will be 69 oF and the cooling setpoint will be 75 oF.
The post-RCx M&V will include collecting the EMS information on the new programmed
schedule and trending the daily start time to verify the actual daily AHU operation duration. For
EEM-2, the project implementer will verify the installation and operation of the proposed ceiling
mounted occupancy sensors during post-installation walk-through.
The proposed total project incentive is not capped with the measure cost.
Review Conclusion & Summary of ED requested IOU Actions
The ex-ante savings are conditionally approved and will be verified during the post-installation
M&V period. The implementer is required to collect trends for morning AHU start-up times at
least for 8 weeks to document system start up at different OAT conditions. Further, the
implementer needs to check if the weather data used in EEM-1 calculation are consistent with
the project site (CZ12), and both baseline and proposed calculations should factor-in AHU-1
non-operation during the holidays.
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